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LCG Grid Deployment Board Meeting 

 
 

Meeting Summary 
 

November 8 GDB meeting @CERN 

 

Introduction (Kors Bos) 
It was decided to reserve rooms for possible pre-GDB meetings in 2007. 
 

ATLAS Data Transfer Functional Tests (Alexei Klimentov) 
T0-T1-T2 (not all T2s) data transfer tests in October were better than in September. Some 
problems with FZK and TRIUMF. ATLAS DDM performed well. Also large files (3 and 
4 GByte) were tested. No problem for DDM. Some issues with dCache: PNFS cannot 
return the correct file size, and dccp from dCache to local file system fails. The dCache 
team is in the loop. 

Report from the EGEE TCG Meeting (Marlus Schultz) 
The CE strategy and SL4 move was discussed. LCG-CE will be supported until July 
2007 but most effort now goes into gLite-CE. Sites supporting VOs that need GRAM 
based access need to maintain LCG-CE until GT4-pre-WebService-GRAM job managers 
are made to work with the gLite-CE. Sites interested (NIKHEF) will become part of the 
PPS. As a general principle EGEE should support multiple interfaces on t he CE if 
required by the applications. 
SL3 WorkerNode and UI code now runs on SL4 on the PPS. To be discussed again next 
GDB meeting.  

Update on Alice (Federico Carminati) 
Aice computing model has hardly changed. Resources have been re-profiled with new 
accelerator schedule but situation is still bad. Data C hallenge PDC’06 has been running 
since April on 6 T1s and 40 T2s but only 50% of the pledged resources could be used. 
File transfers of 300 MByte/s file transfer rate achieved over the past few weeks. Main 
requirements to LCG are: improved FTS, xrootd for DPM and CASTOR2 and glexec on 
the WNs. 

Alice AuthZ on Data Access (Andreas Joachim Peters) 
The Alice Authorization model for data access was discussed and it was explained how it 
is different from the model used for VOMS. In VOMS the AutZ is based on the 
permissions of groups and roles, for Alice it is based on the file and the permission to 
access that file is in the token and has been given beforehand by the AutZ service. The 
only place where the user shows its identity is in the AutZ process to get the token. 
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Concern was raised that with this process the site has no incontrovertible knowledge of 
the user DN doing the request. A solution by which a log file of the AutZ process on the 
server would be made part of the token was discussed and Andreas agreed to try to 
implement this. 

Glexec and LHCb (Jeff Templon, Andrei Tsaregorodstev) 
Glexec on the worker nodes was explained by Jeff. This allows pilot jobs change identity 
so they can be traced back to a user DN. A first version of the software is being 
developed and testing will start soon but it will not be ready for testing in production 
before Q2 2007. Many detailed problems still to be solved. Not clear if all sites will 
accept it. The usage pilot jobs in LHCb were explained to be primarily for centralized job 
prioritization.  LHCb and Alice use pilot jobs and have expressed a strong interest in 
glexec.  

Security Vulnerability and Response Procedures (Ian Neilson) 
Actions were discussed that followed a disclosure of a vulnerability in Torque. The 
GSVG followed closely the defined procedure and reacted within 5 hours. The 
classification of “extremely critical” was not well understood. Some wanted 
recommended action but the GSVG considers this a responsibility of the system-
administrators and local security experts. The release process of a patch took longer than 
anticipated and not all communication channels functioned well. Improvements to the 
process will be discussed and publicised. 
  

Summary Storage Classes Meeting (Flavia Donno) 
A pre-GDB meeting was used to further discuss storage classes. The relation between 
Storage Element SE for the user and Storage Area SA set up by the sys-admin at a site 
were discussed and the relation to tokens and namespaces needs further thinking. 
Experiments are asked to agree soon on the structure of their namespaces. It is urgent also 
to understand what is being discussed for Glue v1.3 w.r.t. the SE. The group feels it has 
not finished discussing and proposes another pre-GDB meeting but then with experiment 
representatives present. Only Gilbert Poulard was there this time. Three T1s presented 
their set-up and they all looked very different. Maybe need to see all T1s and also some 
T2s. 

The MegaTable (Chris Eck) 
Almost all numbers are available now but Chris needs few more days  to check. Then 
table will be made available to the GDB and experiments and sites will be asked to 
check. Need to understand calibration factors, efficiency numbers, safety factors etc. to 
make sure the numbers can be compared. The December pre-GDB will be used for a final 
discussion after which the MB will endorse. 

Not everything that was presented during the meeting is listed here. For a more complete 
report the official minutes should be consulted. They will be on the agenda page soon. 


